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Faitle and Its SemlJlances. [April, 

deserves the name, lead to such an object as rationally one of 
faith. That object to which reason leads, in its moral cogni
zance and contemplation, gives a new product belonging to a 
region into which cannot enter, but to which it gives its 
sustaining All faith is not Faith as re-
lated to irrati{tntl ?w¥,yorthy objects d their de-
fects and .. Faith," say?> " is the 
work of enthil,yi¥,yw. attaches itself ; its grand-
eur and its strength consists in seeing in them what does not 
exist, or at least exists there, in only an indirect manner." If 
what is thus described deserve the name, it is little more than 
the blind religious instinct occupied, it may be, with a fetich
the faith of superstition and credulity. Even such faith, how-
ever, seeing imperfectly, through 
the symbol, exert, to SOWe transform-
ing influence. xI1ore, as it sees in the full 
and perfect the divine faith in 
God, while feeeDn, includes reafen, highest neces-
sity of reason, that which by reason is imperatively demanded. 
" Religion," to use the language of a great thinker of this cen
tury already quoted, "Religion passes out of the ken of reason 
only when the eye of reason has reached its own horizon, and 
faith is then its continuation; even as the day softens away into 
sunset, and twilight hushed and steals into 
the darknese. sacred "praised eye 
views only thil which manifnntf ~¥.bove; and 
the outward fixed on the h'!inkling in the 
awful depthe, preserve the 
soul steady and collected, in its pure act of inward adoration, 
to the Great .. I Am " and to the Filial Word that reaffirmeth 
it from eternity to eternity, whose choral echo is the universe. 
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